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Hit Muddy in the afternoon yesterday hoping for some trout action and to see how the summer treated the
stocked trout. I was not disappointed. I began at the Woodbine bridge pool when I saw a fish rise. I didn't catch
any there but spotted a half dozen trout scattered throughout the flats sipping midges and sporadically
smashing something.
I then moved up to the lower fly area and saw a few at the Bridgeton hole doing the same but didn't fish for
them. Made it into the water about 3pm and started above the hemlocks and fished up through Burdens Falls. I
picked up half a dozen on a WMD (orange ant) the fish were scattered all through the area I fished and were
porpoising mostly to midges or aphids. There was a small whit mayfly #20 coming off too and a #14 white
spinner I suppose a cahill in the air as well as a handful of caddis. When I ran into another angler up the crik I
turned around and though I.d go back to the hemlocks and thats when I got a call that dinner was ready. Being
a half hour from home I decided to just fish some more. Wow, what a great decision. I hammered them all
through the hemlocks on the WMD.
I caught about ten carryover browns and a handful of small wild fish. All had nice color and I noticed that most of
the carryovers had the beginnings of an eyespot behind the eyes. Something I've contended doesn't happen or
rather happen often. I have pics but havn't taken them off the phone yet.
Saw two other anglers and a total of six different cars in the lower lot between coming and going. It should be a
good fall on Muddy.

